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THE SITUATION –

Pre-Dawn Hours, June 4, 1942
Attempting to make a second crippling strike against the U.S. Navy, the Japanese formulated a plan to draw
the enemy out while making a ploy to control an important Pacific island. Turning their attention to the small
atoll of Midway, Yamamoto’s primary strategic goal was the elimination of America’s carrier forces, which he
perceived as the principal threat to the overall Pacific campaign. Armed with less-than-full-strength carriers,
Admiral Nagumo sought to destroy the U.S. Navy’s counterparts commanded by Admiral Fletcher. The Battle
of Midway begins with Japanese aircraft poised to demolish the airfield on Midway Island. The Japanese
carrier fleet, Kido Butai, has just moved within range to retrieve the aircraft after their attack, presuming the
U.S. fleet is nearby. Knowing the Japanese fleets are within attack range, the U.S. has launched aircraft from
Midway to deliver a counterstrike while maneuvering its fleet to launch an all-out air assault against the
enemy flattops.
While the U.S. faces seemingly less favorable odds in this battle, they have one major advantage – they have
broken the Japanese radio code. They know where to look for the Japanese forces; while the exact location
and composition of the U.S. fleet is unknown to the Japanese. The Japanese must first find the U.S. fleet
before they can attack it, while simultaneously protecting their carriers from the inevitable counter-attack by
U.S. aircraft.

OBJECT OF THE GAME

VICTORY BY POINTS – HOW TO WIN

The Battle of Midway is a two-player game with one
player controlling the U.S. forces (USN) defending
Midway Island and the other player controlling the
Japanese forces (IJN) attempting to sink the U.S.
fleet and invade the island.

Each unit in the game has been given a Victory Point
value that can be found on the two Unit Reference
Sheets. The game can be played to 10 or 12 Victory
Points (12 is recommended), depending on the
length of game you want. If both sides achieve the
required points on the same Turn, the side with more
points wins the battle. If tied, the win goes to the
American player for a stalemated encounter.

There are two ways to play The Battle of Midway –
Victory By Points or Victory By Losses. Victory By
Points is the standard game and the one that will be
discussed throughout the rules. Victory By Losses is
an optional method that will be discussed at the end
of the standard rules.

Prior to beginning the game, players must agree on
the Victory Conditions they wish to use and which
side each player will play.
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GAME SCALE
The Battle of Midway takes place near the Pacific
Island of Midway Atoll and the ocean areas to the
north and west of the island. The game map is
divided into Sea Zones of approximately 50 miles
across and Turns of approximately 45 minutes each.
Historically, the Kido Butai was never closer that 3-4
Sea Zones from Midway, and it took approximately
an hour-and-a-half to two-hours for each side’s
aircraft to reach their targets (2-3 Turns).

GAME TERMINOLOGY
Air Unit: A single aircraft model representing
approximately 4-6 combat aircraft or 1-3 Patrol
aircraft in reality. There are two basic types –
Combat aircraft and Patrol aircraft, which act very
differently in the game and at different times in the
Turn. The number of Combat aircraft a carrier or
base can launch or land in a Turn is indicated in the
unit profiles by how many Air Units can be serviced.
Air Group: A single Air Unit, or group of Air Units,

that is in the same Sea Zone, originating from the
same carrier/base of the same unit type. An Air
Group is represented by an aircraft model atop a
stack of chips denoting the number of Air Units
that make up the Air Group. Air Groups function in
combat together making up a formation that will
stay together until they have returned to base or are
destroyed.
Strike Group: Air Groups of different types can
combine to form a single Strike Group, but must
be comprised of units from the same task force/
base. A Strike Group moves all units together with
a single Order Token. The range (fuel) of the Strike
Group is tracked with a single fuel token denoting
the remaining fuel of the shortest ranged Air Group
in the Strike Group. A Strike Group may split into
two or more Strike Groups during its Turn by moving
into more than one Sea Zone. Mark each with its
own fuel token. As seen in the initial setup of the
game, it is possible to have more than one Strike
Group in a single Sea Zone. The Air Groups bombing
Midway are two different Strike Groups because they
originated from two separate Task Forces (Carrier
Division 1 and Carrier Division 2).
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Capital Ship: A single aircraft carrier or battleship,
located at the center of a Task Force Formation.
Surface Ship: A single cruiser or destroyer in a Task
Force. Typically used to protect the Task Force’s
capital ships from the middle and outer defense
rings in a formation. A cruiser without a capital ship
in its Task Force is selected as the “flag” and placed
at the center of the formation. Lone destroyers are
simply considered to be on picket duty and can be
arranged in any of the Task Force defense rings
when unaccompanied.

IMPORTANT:
Stacking Limit: The maximum number of
Capital Ships that may occupy a Sea Zone is
2 at any time. The maximum number of total
Ships that may occupy a Sea Zone is 8. There
is no maximum number of aircraft allowed to
occupy one Sea Zone.

Task Force: A single ship, or group of ships, that is
in the same Sea Zone. When a Task Force is given
an order, all ships in the Sea Zone are considered
ordered. Any number of ships may comprise a Task
Force (within the stacking limitation rules). Units are
free to split up or combine during movement to form
new Task Force groups. Reinforcement Task Forces
may not be reorganized until after they are placed
into play on the map.
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GAME COMPONENTS
MIDWAY contains the following game pieces and
markers to represent combat units and their current
strength or status:

81 IJN Units:

x1

x1

x1

62 USN Units:

x3

Yorktown Class Fleet
Carriers

x8

x 12

x 12

SBD Dauntless Dive
Bombers

x1

B-25 Medium Bombers

x1

x1

Soryu Fleet
Carrier

Zuiho Light
Carrier

x4

x6

Hiryu Fleet
Carrier

x4

Kongo Class
Battleships

x2

F4F Wildcat Fighters

x8

TBD Devastator
Torpedo Bombers

Kaga Fleet
Carrier

New Orleans Class
Heavy Cruisers

x 12

Farragut Class
Destroyers

Akagi Fleet
Carrier

x2

B-17 Flying Fortress
Heavy Bombers

Tone Class
Heavy Cruisers
(Recon Type)

x 16

Myoko Class
Heavy Cruisers

x 16

Yagumo Class
Destroyers

x 12

A6M Zero
Fighters

x 12

Nagara Class
Light Cruisers

B5N Kate
Attack Bombers

x4

x4
D3A Val Dive
Bombers
PBY Catalina Patrol Aircraft

E13A Jake Patrol
Aircraft (Cruiser
Type)
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2 Transports markers to track the
Midway Invasion transports. Place 8
white chips underneath each marker
to track the number of remaining
transport ships.
3 Land Unit markers to show the
Seaplane Base, Airfield and AA
Gun batteries at Midway. Place 5
white chips underneath the AA Gun
to show the number of remaining
batteries on the Midway Islands.
100 White Chips used to
track quantities of all Sea
Units or any units from or
on Midway Island.
89 Chips in 8 other colors
used to track quantities of
Air Units for each carrier.
Match the color used with
the carrier’s color code as shown on the Carrier
Cards.
13each of blue, black, green. 12 red.
11each orange, brown, yellow. 5 purple.
10 large Task Force markers to
organize USN Carrier Task Forces
and IJN Divisions and Groups
on the map board. Each group of
units will be placed on top of these
markers to show the composition
of the force and to easily move
them together when activated.
2 Victory Point markers to track
each side’s current VP total.
Place these in the Victory Point
Tracks on either side of the map.

40 Fuel Status markers (10 of each) to track
remaining fuel of Air Groups. These are placed near
the corresponding units tracking fuel while airborne.
10 Squall markers to track the line of
weather on the map. These are placed,
one each per Sea Zone, according to the
weather rules.

12 Hidden Force markers to show the
status of a Task Force (hidden or located).
Place one of these on top of a Task Force
marker to indicate when the force is
hidden from the enemy.
20 Damage markers to track the number
of hits inflicted on ships or bases.
8 Recon Patrol markers to show bombers
on a recon mission
20 Bomb markers to track ordnance on
bombers
20 Torpedo markers to track ordnance on
bombers
8 Command
Tokens to
draw from a
cup used for
Command Point
activation,
1 Weather Token for timing of squall marker
placement, and 1 Battle Token to mark the beginning
of the Conduct Combat Phase
8 Carrier Op Status markers that are
double-sided to show if a carrier is
conducting Launch Operations, Recovery
Operations, or is Maneuvering (no
marker)

MIDWAY contains the following additional
components:
1 Rules Booklet
1 Map
2 Reference Cards showing the Order of Play, Unit
stats and Setup Charts for each side
6 Green & 6 Orange D12 Dice
2 Carrier Cards for tracking Air Units aboard each
carrier or units at a base
2 Battle Boards for resolving Attacks
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SETUP OF THE GAME
The game map is laid out so that the players sit
at the long edges of the map. The USN player sits
nearest Midway Island, with the IJN player on the
other side. The carrier cards are placed next to the
map edges near their force’s Victory Point Tracks.
Using the setup sheets, organize the forces onto the
map, reinforcement boxes, and carrier cards.

Units starting on the map are referenced in the setup
with a Sea Zone number that corresponds to a box
on the map. Use the chart to determine how many
and what type of units to place in the indicated Sea
Zones. All units in a Task Force are placed on a
Task Force Marker so they can be moved together.
A colored chip is placed under each aircraft carrier
model corresponding to its color on the carrier
card. The rest of the Sea Units in the Task Force are
shown using a model of the appropriate type with
the indicated number of white chips underneath it.
So if the chart shows 3 heavy cruisers, place a heavy
cruiser model on the Task Force Marker with three
white chips underneath the model. All Task Forces
start the game as “hidden”, so place a “hidden”
marker on each of the Task Force markers on the
map.

U
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R S
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E
T
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S
K

Point “Luck”

US Task Forces Enter In Any Zone
With A US Symbol

F
L
E
E
T

Welles
Harbor

Sand Island

Eastern Island

All Japanese Reinforcements Enter Here

Midway Invasion Fleet

I
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N
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O
R
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E
N
T
S

An example of how to set up the map board,
carrier cards and battle boards.

example
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Aircraft in flight will be shown on the setup chart in
a numbered Sea Zone along with a color, a number
and possibly a “B” or “T”, next to an [(n)F]. The color
indicates the color chips to be used for the units. If
no color is shown for the units, use white (Midway
Air Units). The “B” or “T” indicates loaded ordnance
on Air Units (Bombs or Torpedoes respectively).
Place the appropriate ordnance marker underneath
the Air Group model on top of the chips. The
[(n)F] will indicate how many Turns (n) of fuel are
remaining. Place the appropriate fuel marker next to
the Air Group.

This is the setup for the IJN Strike
Groups in Sea Zone 21 at game start.
Note that Akagi’s and Kaga’s units can
be combined into one Strike Group, but
must be kept separate from Hiryu’s
and Soryu’s as they are from a different
Task Force.

Air units starting on carriers are placed on the carrier
cards in the hanger bays of the indicated carriers.
The setup chart will show the special color-code for
each carrier in the game (i.e. Enterprise is blue). The
carrier, and all of the units from it, use only that color
chips to show which carrier they are from. Place one
colored chip under each carrier model corresponding
to its color. Then place the indicated number of
chips under the models for each aircraft type aboard.
Where indicated on the set up chart, place ordnance
markers on carrier-borne and land-based Air Units.
Air Units from Midway use white chips and are
placed at the airbase if they are combat aircraft, or
at the seaplane base if they are Patrol Aircraft. The
damage level of these bases will control how many
of each Air Unit can launch or land per Turn.
Reinforcements are organized by Task Forces (per
setup sheets) and placed in the reinforcements
areas above each of the Victory Point Tracks. NOTE:
If using the Victory By Losses rules, transports are
not used in the game and should be left out of the
setup. All Task Forces start the game as “hidden”, so
place a “hidden” marker on each of the Task Forces
in the reinforcement areas.

example

USN and IJN Task Forces are arranged
as shown at game start.

example
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ORDER OF PLAY
Each Turn of gameplay is divided into the following Phases
and Steps. Both players must complete the current Step
before play continues to the next Step in the Phase. Player
order is indicated below in certain Steps where one side
must complete the Step before the other side begins.
The rest are either done simultaneously or the order will
be determined below in the rule details for that Step. The
complete Game Turn is detailed below and must be followed
in order:

1 st PHASE: Command Operations

1.1 Check For Victory (simultaneous)
1.2 Determine Command Tokens (simultaneous)
1.3 Determine Reinforcements (Japan 1st, USA 2nd)
1.4 Set Carrier Ops Status (simultaneous)
1.5 Spot Aircraft on Deck (Japan 1st, USA 2nd)
1.6 Land Aircraft (Japan 1st, USA 2nd)

2 nd PHASE: Conduct Search Operations

2.1 Launch/Move Patrol Aircraft (Japan 1st, USA 2nd)
2.2 Roll for Search Mission Results (Japan 1st, USA 2nd)

3 rd PHASE: Execute Orders

3.1 Draw Command Tokens to take actions
(simultaneous)
3.1.1 Launch/Move Combat Aircraft
3.1.2 Maneuver Task Forces
3.1.3 Play Weather Token
3.1.4 Play Combat Token / End Phase

4 th PHASE: Conduct Combat Sequences

4.1 Invade Islands (Japan only)
4.2 Perform CAP Intercepts (Alternate, Japan starts)
4.3 Resolve Attacks (Alternate, Japan starts)
4.4 Score Victory Points (simultaneous)

5 th PHASE: Air Unit Maintenance
5.1 Return To Base (simultaneous)
5.2 Burn Fuel (simultaneous)
5.3 Rearm Bombers (simultaneous)
5.4 Clear The Decks (simultaneous)
5.5 End The Turn (simultaneous)
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1 ST PHASE:

COMMAND OPERATIONS
1.1 Check For Victory

Check now to see if either side has met the Victory
Conditions chosen at the start of the game. If so, the
game ends immediately and the winner is declared.

1.2 Determine Command Tokens

Command Tokens are what enable the Admirals and
CAGs to execute missions and move combat units.
They also determine when combat is resolved and
how weather moves into the map area. All eligible
Command Tokens are placed in an opaque cup in
order to blind-draw one at a time during the Execute
Orders Phase.
1.2.1 First Turn Only:
Place two USN Command Tokens and two IJN
Command Tokens in the cup and skip the remaining
steps below until all four tokens are drawn in the
3rd Phase. Follow the special rules for the first Turn
further below in the 3rd Phase instructions.

The top group of
tokens is placed in
the cup first and is
drawn one at a time.
Then, the remaining
tokens (bottom
group) are placed in
the cup for draw.

example

1.2.2 Each Consecutive Turn Thereafter:
• Place 1 USN Command Token in the cup for
each Fleet Carrier still operational in the game,
even if not on the board yet. Place an additional
Command Token in the cup if the airfield on
Midway has not been neutralized (knocked out).
•

Place 1 IJN Command Token in the cup for each
Fleet Carrier still operational on the map. Do not
include the reinforcement light carrier (Zuiho).

•

In addition to the above, place the Weather Token
and the Combat Token in the cup.

There are a total of 10 Command
Tokens available in the game. Each time
a fleet carrier is sunk, or if the Midway
Airbase is knocked out, you will omit
one marker of the appropriate type from
future draws.

example
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1.3 Determine Reinforcements

Both sides will receive reinforcements throughout
the game as additional combat units entering the
battle zone. Reinforcements always enter the game
as “hidden” units except for Transport Groups. To
determine if a side will receive reinforcements this
Turn, use the following rules:
1.3.1 USN Reinforcements. USN reinforcements
enter the board in any of the 5 Sea Zones marked
with the US roundel. One USN Task Force becomes
available each Turn for the first 3 Turns as indicated
in the setup. If the USN player wishes to bring on a
new Task Force (or Task Forces if applicable), select
and place the new units, remove 1 USN Command
Token from the draw cup per Task Force placed,
and place the token with the new units to show they
have been activated for the Turn. The USN player
may save up reinforcements in order to bring on
one or more Task Forces in future Turns, but all
three Task Forces must arrive by Turn 4 Determine
Reinforcements Phase.

These are
the USN
reinforcement
zones where USN
Task Forces enter
play on the first
three game turns.

example

1.3.2 IJN Reinforcements. All IJN reinforcements
enter the board through Sea Zone 37. To be eligible
to receive a new Task Force, this Sea Zone must be
empty of any other friendly Task Forces. If the IJN
player wishes (and is able) to bring on a new Task
Force, select the next Task Force in order from the
reinforcements and remove 2 IJN Command Tokens
from the cup. Place the tokens and the selected
Task Force in Sea Zone 37 to show they have been
activated for the Turn. Entering the map constitutes
the unit’s movement and activation for the Turn.
This is the IJN
reinforcement
zone where
IJN Task
Forces and
the Invasion
Transports
enter play.

example
1.3.2.1 IJN Transports. The Transport Groups do
not become eligible reinforcements until after the
airfield on Midway is neutralized. Transports may
arrive in Sea Zone 37 on any Turn following the 5th
point of damage taken on the airfield. The IJN player
chooses which Turn to bring the first transport group
on, however the second group must immediately
follow the first on the next Turn. Transports do
not count against the stacking limits and may be
defended by a Task Force.
NOTE: If using the Victory By Losses rules,
transports are not used in the game.

IMPORTANT:
Each group of 4 or more surviving transports
that enters Sea Zone 31 is worth 2 Victory
Points due to a successful occupation of the
island.
1.3.2.2 Midway Airfield: When the Japanese player
successfully neutralizes the airfield at Midway (not
including the Seaplane Base) by reducing its Hit
Points to zero, the IJN invasion transports may
© HistoricalBoardGaming.com
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begin to arrive on the map. On any of the following
Execute Orders phases, it begins with the arrival
of the first wave of eight IJN transports at the IJN
player’s discretion. The second wave of eight arrive
the following Turn after the first group has vacated
Sea Zone 37. The transports do not count toward the
stacking limits however they must be escorted by at
least one surface combat unit in order to be activated
and advance toward Midway Island. See rules for
Invading Islands in the 4th Phase.

RECOVER: Enables aircraft to land on
the carrier this Turn. No aircraft can be
brought up to the deck nor be launched
this Turn except for bombers being used
as Patrol Aircraft. The carrier may not leave the
Sea Zone this Turn. Place a Recover marker in
the Op Status box on the carrier card for this
carrier.
MANEUVER: Enables the carrier to move
to another Sea Zone. Aircraft cannot
launch or land during maneuvers as the
flight deck cannot be turned into the wind.
Leave the Op Status box empty on the carrier
card for this carrier to show the CAG has no
orders this Turn.
1.4.2 Airbases and Seaplane Bases. An Airbase
(such as Midway) has the ability to perform both
Launch and Recover operations in a single Turn. It is
not limited in the way Carriers are.

When Midway takes 5 hits it is knocked
out. This will reduce the number of Air
Units able to be launched from Midway
and it triggers the IJN Transports to
begin their invasion.

example
1.4 Set Carrier Ops Status

The number of Air Units able to launch each Turn
is limited only by the number of Command Tokens
dedicated to the actions there. For each Command
Token played on an Airbase or Seaplane Base, up
to three Air Units may be launched. The number of
Command Tokens able to be played on an Airbase or
Seaplane Base is equal to the number of remaining
damage points it has. For example, if the Midway
Airbase has taken 3 hits, leaving 2 hits remaining,

1.4.1 Aircraft Carriers. Carriers have 3 types of
operations available to them each Turn: Launch,
Recover, or Maneuver. Each carrier can only perform
one type of operation per Turn. If the carrier was
brought onto the map this Turn as a reinforcement
Task Force, it MUST choose Maneuver as its Op
Status for the Turn. If a carrier has aircraft assigned
to it that are out of fuel and in the same Sea Zone, it
MUST choose Recover.
The uses and limitations of each of the three
Operations are as follows:
LAUNCH: Enables aircraft to be brought
to the flight deck and launched for
combat missions. Aircraft cannot land on
this carrier this Turn, nor can this carrier
leave the Sea Zone. Place a Launch
marker in the Op Status box on the carrier card
for this carrier.

The USN player can only play up to
two Command Tokens on Midway now
because of the damage. He may use
one to launch CAP Fighters and another
to launch Torpedo Bombers.

example
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the USN player may play up to 2 Command Tokens
on the Airbase allowing up to 6 Air Units to launch
this Turn.
Once a base has taken damage equal to its number
of damage points it is considered “knocked out”.
Only one command token may be played per Turn
on a knocked out base, and only one Air Unit may
launch or land there per Turn. When the Airbase at
Midway is knocked out, the USN player loses their
Command Token for Midway during the Command
Operations Phase.

1.5 Spot Aircraft on Decks

Carriers with Launch Orders now determine which
Air Units to ready on deck for launch. Each Fleet
Carrier has the capacity to launch up to 5 Air Units
per Turn. For each Fleet Carrier with Launch orders,
move up to 5 Air Units on its carrier card from the
“hanger” to the “flight deck”, making those units
available to launch and perform movement orders
this Turn. Light Carriers have the capacity to launch
or recover only up to 2 Air Units per Turn, so move
up to 2 Air Units from the “hanger” to the “flight
deck”. Damage to carriers will reduce these amounts
one-for-one. So a fleet carrier with 2 hits of damage
can only launch 3 Air Units per Turn.
The USN player spots two Fighters and
three Dive Bombers from the hanger to
the deck.

example
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1.6 Recover Aircraft

Carriers with Recover Orders and all Airbases and
Sea Plane Bases will now determine which air units
to land where. Preference is given first to units out of
fuel that came from the designated carrier or base.
Next, preference is given to units out of fuel without
a safe landing spot this Turn (due to its carrier/base
being destroyed or already at maximum capacity).
Lastly, aircraft with remaining fuel may land if they
choose to. For all aircraft landing due to being out of
fuel, decks/airfields must be made available to the
maximum extent required. If there are not enough
landing spaces available (due to carriers sunk), the
player must choose which will land and which will be
ditched.
To recover aircraft, select the applicable Air Units
from the Sea Zone the carrier or base is in and place
them on the deck of the carrier or in the base’s box
on the carrier card. Place their fuel status marker
with them on the deck/base to show they require
refueling and rearming before returning to the air.
These units will be moved below deck later in the
Turn to accomplish the rearm/refuel.
Recovering Under Launch Orders: In cases where
aircraft must land on a carrier with spotted aircraft
on deck, the spotted units are brought back to the
hanger and the landing units remain on deck (with
their fuel status marker) until the next spotting
phase, essentially causing a 1-Turn penalty for
launch operations. To complete the recovery of
these out-of-fuel units, the carrier must again
choose Recover as its Op Status the next Turn. The
carrier is still limited to recovering 5 air units per
Turn, which includes the aircraft already on deck that
landed previously.

Aircraft out of fuel in the same Sea
Zone as the carrier move from the map
to the carrier deck when landing.

example

NOTE: This should only happen in cases where
landing Air Units must land on a carrier unexpectedly
that is not their original carrier. Carrier decks can
be cleared and recover orders given to prevent this
penalty from occurring in most cases.
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2 ND PHASE:

CONDUCT SEARCH OPERATIONS
2.1 Launching And Moving Patrol
Aircraft

In order to make air strike missions against naval
units, the enemy must be located before bombers
are directed to the target area. Patrolling is not
required for strikes against land forces, Transport
Groups or bases, as these units and facilities are
never hidden.
Patrol Aircraft are launched and/or moved during
this Phase in an attempt to locate and track enemy
Task Forces. The Japanese Player conducts all
movement of Patrol Aircraft first, followed by the
American Player. Patrol Aircraft are launched and/or
moved without Command Token cost to the player. A
seaplane base may launch up to two Patrol Aircraft
per Turn, while naval units capable of launching
Patrol Aircraft may each launch one per Turn. In
general, naval units with Patrol Aircraft (either a
carrier or an IJN cruiser) will only have one unit
each available at any given time. Patrol aircraft are
launched or moved toward a Sea Zone containing
“hidden” enemy warships following standard air
movement rules. Once a patrol aircraft reaches an
enemy occupied Sea Zone, players will roll off in the
“Search Mission Results” Sub-Phase to determine if
the Task Force in the Sea Zone has been “located”.

USN Patrol Aircraft launch from the
Carrier Card and fly 2 Sea Zones from
Midway.

example
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they wish. In order to launch a Patrol Aircraft, it must
be spotted on deck. It can launch as long as the
carrier is not under Movement Orders. If the carrier is
under Recover Orders, be careful not to let the Patrol
Bomber cause a delay for landing Air Units per the
Air Unit Recovery rules.
The bomber unit loses its combat value while on
patrol and cannot participate in attacks. It will move
its normal movement range and launch with its
normal amount of fuel, but will not have an ordnance
marker. Instead, place a Recon marker under the
model to signify a combat aircraft on a patrol
mission.

IJN Patrol Aircraft launch from Heavy
Cruisers (Patrol Type) and fly out from
the Task Force.

example
2.1.1 Patrol Aircraft and Fuel: Seaplane Patrol
Aircraft do not track fuel like combat aircraft. When
these units are launched from IJN cruisers or the
Seaplane Base, do not place a fuel status marker
with the Units. Bombers on Patrol from aircraft
carriers however will still track their fuel per the
normal movement rules while on a patrol mission.
All Patrol Aircraft will be forced to return to base
when they fail a Search Mission. See further details
in Search Mission Results below.
2.1.2 Bombers on Patrol: Often, carrier forces
employed naval bombers in the role of search
aircraft as well. The USN player may choose to use
one dive bomber (SBD) per carrier as a Patrol Aircraft
if they wish. The IJN player may choose to use one
attack bomber (B5N) per carrier as a Patrol Aircraft if

Enterprise designates one of its Dive
Bombers for Patrol. It exchanges its
ordnance for a recon marker and flies
out from the carrier.

example
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2.2 Search Mission Results

Patrol Aircraft have two parts to their mission. First,
they are tasked with spotting new enemy activity
and determining the force size and composition to
relay back to headquarters. Second, they attempt
to shadow the target in order to relay the updated
location and movement track to help direct inbound
bombers and warships.

If the search fails (Patrol Aircraft roll less than
the Task Force die roll result), all Patrol Aircraft
(including Bombers on Patrol) in that Sea Zone
report “no contact” and are immediately moved back
to the Sea Zone where their base/cruiser is, given an
“out of fuel” marker, and must land during the next
Recover Air Units Phase.

2.2.1 Locating Hidden Enemy Ships: To locate
enemy ships, your Patrol Aircraft must be in
the same Sea Zone as the enemy ships you are
attempting to locate. You may place more than one
Patrol Aircraft in the same zone if you wish. This
will increase the chances of a successful search as
explained further below.
To determine the success of the mission, roll two
dice for each Air Unit on Patrol in the same zone
as “hidden” enemy surface ships. The target Task
Force will also roll one die. The side with the highest
single-die result is successful. Ties go to the Patrol
Aircraft.
If the search succeeds (Patrol Aircraft match or beat
the Task Force die roll result), the surface group is
“located”. Remove the “hidden” marker attached
to this group. This means they are now subject
to attack. Once a group is “located”, they remain
so until certain conditions cause them to become
“hidden” again (movement etc.). If other units
choose to join this group, they too are “located” for
purposes of attack.

Next Turn, the Patrol Aircraft attempts
to shadow the enemy. This time, its 7
fails to beat the Task Force’s 8, sending
it immediately back to base at Midway.
It is now out of fuel and will have to
land.

example

The USN Patrol Aircraft is attempting
to locate a hidden IJN Task Force. The
Patrol Aircraft is successful as its 9
beats the Task Force’s 3

example

2.2.2 Shadowing Enemy Ships: If your Patrol Aircraft
starts the Search Phase in the same zone as a
“located” Task Force, it may attempt to shadow
those units. The benefit of this is the Patrol Aircraft
will automatically follow the Task Force anytime
it moves and prevent these units from becoming
hidden again. Shadowing a Task Force is completely
© HistoricalBoardGaming.com
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optional and at the discretion of the Patrolling player.
You may wish to move your Patrol units elsewhere
instead.
To begin shadowing a Task Force, place your
Patrol Aircraft on the Task Force Marker to show
it is shadowing that Task Force. During the Search
Mission Results step, the shadowing unit now rolls
three dice instead of two against the one die of
the Task Force to determine if the contact can be
maintained with the surface fleet.

four dice against an enemy Task Force now (3+1).
If the Patrol Aircraft does not wish to continue to
shadow its target Task Force, it immediately returns
to base per the failed search rules above.
2.2.3 Weather and Searching or Shadowing: If the
search mission is taking place in a Sea Zone that
contains a Squall, reduce the number of dice the
Patrol Aircraft rolls by one when making Spotting or
Shadowing rolls.

On this attempt, the USN Patrol was
successful in shadowing the enemy
Task Force. It will remain on the Task
Force Marker until next Turn and follow
the units if they move. Next Turn it will
roll 4 dice to continue shadowing.

example
Success or failure is determined by the same rules
as searching for hidden Task Forces. Failure of
the Shadowing roll means that contact with the
enemy has been lost and those Patrol Aircraft must
immediately return to base per the failed search
rules above.
Once a Task Force is being successfully shadowed,
the Patrol Aircraft gains another bonus die
when rolling each Turn to maintain contact. To
continue shadowing, the Patrol Aircraft must have
a successful die roll result each Turn. However,
each Patrol Aircraft that attempts to continue a
shadowing mission in clear weather would be rolling

Trying to search or shadow in a squall
will reduce your odds of success due to
the loss of one die to roll.

example
2.2.4 Bombers on Patrol & Shadowing: Patrolling
Bombers follow all the same rules as regular Patrol
Aircraft, except they are still limited by their fuel
supply. Even if continually successful in their Patrol
rolls (and thus never being forced to return to base),
once they are out of fuel they must still return to
their respective carrier.
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3 RD PHASE:
EXECUTE ORDERS

SPECIAL RULES FOR THE 1ST TURN: On the first Turn
of the game, each side will receive two Command
Tokens each to play prior to any combat taking
place. Place two American and two Japanese
Command Tokens in the cup; set the others
aside. Once each side has drawn and played their
two Command Tokens, place the remaining four
Command Tokens, Weather Token and Combat
Token in the cup and continue the draw. This
ensures each side will have an opportunity to exploit
their initial historical advantages. Whether or not
they choose to use it in this way it up to the players.

strategy tip:
The Japanese player should use both initial
Command Tokens to move the entire strike force
over Midway. The American player should use
one or both initial Command Tokens to send
Midway aircraft out before bombing of the airbase
prevents this.

Using A Command Token. Units in the game are
ordered by expending a Command Token to do any
of the following actions below as is applicable to the
unit type you wish to order. When moving Air Units,
each Strike Group may move any number of zones
up to its maximum listed under its movement value.
Sea units that are ordered may move 1 Sea Zone.
Land units do not move in MIDWAY. A unit may only
be ordered once. To show a unit has been ordered,
place the command token next to the Strike Group or
Task Force ordered. If you cannot or choose not to
play a token, you may Pass. Place the marker on the
table and draw again. Do not place it back in the cup.
3.1.1 Launch and Move Combat Aircraft. This is the
predominant use of Command Tokens in MIDWAY.
There are three different ways to move Combat
Aircraft: Launching a Strike Group, Moving a Strike
Group, and Launching or designating CAP Fighters.
Combat Aircraft that are Out of Fuel are not eligible
for movement in this Phase.

3.1 Drawing Command Tokens

On the first Game Turn, the Japanese player will
draw the Command Tokens from the cup. Alternate
players each Turn to perform this duty. Resolve
each token as it is drawn before drawing the next.
To resolve the effect of each token, perform the
following actions:

ijn token

An IJN token is drawn. The IJN player
moves a Strike Group from Sea Zone
21 to Sea Zone 31 in order to attack
Midway. If another IJN token is drawn,
the player could move the second Strike
Group in as well.

example

The USN launches two CAP Fighters
from Enterprise. Place a fuel marker
and the Command Token with the units.

example

3.1.1.1 Launch CAP Fighters. Combat Air Patrol is
an important defensive tactic employed to protect
your fleet’s capital ships and bases. Only fighters are
capable of CAP missions. CAP fighters are launched
or designated (if already airborne) and may now
move one Sea Zone, so long as they end the Phase in
the same Sea Zone as a friendly capital ship or base.
Units that are out of fuel are not eligible for orders
during this Phase. They will move near the end of the
Turn.
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3.1.2 Move A Task Force. Choose naval units in any
one Sea Zone and move them to any adjacent Sea
Zone. All units in the Task Force that move become
hidden again (subject to Shadowing rules), receive a
“hidden” marker if eligible, and must end movement
together in the same destination Sea Zone. To split
up a Task Force, simply choose to move only some
of the units in the activated Sea Zone to another
Sea Zone. The remaining units become a separate
Task Force that can be activated later in the Phase
by another command token. Only carriers with
Maneuver Orders can be part of a Task Force that
moves.

Enterprise uses a Command Token to
launch a Strike Group. Move the units
from the deck on the Carrier Card to the
desired Sea Zone with a fuel marker.

example
3.1.1.2 Move A Strike Group. Moving a Strike Group
includes launching from a single carrier or moving all
units in a Strike Group from one Sea Zone to another.
Units in an activated Strike Group must begin and
end their move together. They can however, use
this movement to combine with another Air Group
creating a larger Strike Group for the next Turn. Units
that are out of fuel are not eligible for orders during
this Phase. They will move near the end of the Turn.

The USN player chooses to spend his
Command Token to move a Task Force.
Simply move the entire Task Force
marker.

example
If all Capital ships move out of a Sea Zone that
contains CAP fighters, the CAP fighters must follow
as part of the Task Force activation. If one Capital
ship moves and a second Capital ship remains, each
CAP fighter may choose which Sea Zone to occupy.
In either case, the CAP fighters that move are
considered activated and moved for the Turn.

Important note:
Combat Air Patrol (CAP)
A combat air patrol is an aircraft patrol provided over an
objective area, over the force protected, over the critical area
of a combat zone, or over an air defense area, for the purpose
of intercepting and destroying hostile aircraft before they
reach their target. Combat air patrols apply to both overland
and overwater operations, protecting other aircraft, fixed and
mobile sites on land, or ships at sea.
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If there are any enemy Shadowing Patrol Aircraft or
any enemy Combat Aircraft in the same Sea Zone as
a “located” Task Force that is moving, these units
will follow the moving Task Force by moving along
with it to the new Sea Zone, thus preventing it from
being hidden and receiving the “hidden” marker. If
the Task Force is split during movement, the enemy
Air Units must choose which Task Force to follow.
Note that if the Patrol Aircraft in the initial Sea Zone
are not Shadowing yet, they will not follow the Task
Force as it moves. They remain in the initial Sea
Zone for this Turn and may choose to follow and
reestablish contact with the enemy on a following
Turn’s Search Phase.
3.1.3 Playing The Weather Token. The IJN
outran a storm front on the way to Midway in
order to launch their aircraft under favorable
seas. As the battle progresses however, this
squall line approaches from the north and begins to
impede on the battlefield.
When the Weather Token is drawn, the player
conducting the draws resolves the effect of the
weather. If this is the first time the Weather Token
is drawn, place a squall marker in Sea Zone 03.
In subsequent Turns when the weather token is
drawn, the player conducting the draws places a
squall marker in any Sea Zone on the top row of
the map (SZ01-05), adjacent to a Sea Zone already
containing a squall. Once that row is full, the drawing
player may choose any Sea Zone on the next row
closer to Midway to continue the pattern from above.

3.1.3.1 Weather Effects. In Sea Zones that contain
a Squall, carriers may not Launch any Air Units
(including Patrol Aircraft). They must Maneuver
out of the Sea Zone in order to resume normal
operations. Air Units may Land in a Squall, but must
make a saving roll for each unit when they land. A
roll of 11+ means they are destroyed. Air Units may
fly into the Squall, but have their movement reduced
by 1 Sea Zone per Turn when they do. There is no
penalty for flying out of a Squall. Combat cannot
take place in a Sea Zone with a Squall. Patrol Aircraft
have a difficult time locating enemy units and
shadowing in Squalls as well. Reduce the number of
dice by one for any spotting or shadowing rolls while
in a Squall.
3.1.4 Playing The Combat Token. When the
Combat Token has been drawn, no more
commands will be issued for this Phase.
All remaining Command Tokens in the cup are lost
for the remainder of this Turn. Remove all used
Command Tokens from the map and place them
aside for next Turn. Immediately resolve combat per
the below instructions.

The Squall begins in Sea
Zone 03, then moves
outward in the light blue
zones. Once that row is
full, it begins to spread
south to the dark blue
zones.

example
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4 TH PHASE:
CONDUCT COMBAT

4.1 Invade Islands

Any IJN Transport Groups on the map must move one
Sea Zone closer to Midway Island if a closer Sea Zone
contains a friendly Task Force. This is at no Command
Token cost to the IJN player. If they move into the Sea
Zone containing Midway Island, score the appropriate
Victory Points to the IJN player at the end of combat.

Enterprise has CAP Fighters adjacent to
the Midway bases. In Step 4.2, they can
move them one Sea Zone to Midway and
help defend the island against enemy
aircraft.

example

The IJN Task Force had moved into Sea
Zone 31 in the prior Phase. Because of
this, the Transport Convoy is allowed to
move one Sea Zone closer to Midway, in
this case the same Sea Zone. If enough
transports survive the Conduct Combat
Phase, they will earn Victory Points.

example
4.2 Perform CAP Intercepts

After both players have finished spending their
Command Tokens in the Orders Phase, Fighter Units
on CAP now have the ability to view the position
of all other aircraft on combat missions and react
to these maneuvers. CAP fighters may now move
up to one Sea Zone to intercept enemy aircraft or
help cover friendly ships in an adjacent Sea Zone if
desired. Starting with the IJN player, each side takes
turns choosing one Air Group on CAP to perform
an intercept. If either player passes, they are done
intercepting for the Turn. The other player may
continue until they have moved all CAP fighters they
wish to move.

4.2.1 IJN Intercepts. The CAP fighters of the IJN had
to rely on visual spotting and radio relay to redirect
toward incoming attackers. Because of this, IJN CAP
intercepts are limited to Sea Zones occupied by IJN
Task Forces.
4.2.2 USN Intercepts. The CAP fighters of the USN
had the benefit of radar to direct them toward
inbound enemy units. Because of this advantage,
USN CAP intercepts may extend 1 Sea Zone in any
direction, even to engage enemy Air Units over open
water (no Task Force present in Sea Zone). They may
not fly to an empty Sea Zone however. There must
be friendly ships or a base there, or they must be
intercepting enemy aircraft.

strategy tip:
The USN CAP fighters have the ability to force
Air Combat because they can fly beyond their
fleet and bases to intercept. This will cause
any attacked Bombers and Escorts to run out
of fuel before they can deliver their bombs and
torpedoes! When moving IJN Bombers, make sure
to stay outside CAP intercept range unless you
are over an intended target, or wish to draw the
CAP as part of your strategy.
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4.3 Resolve Attacks

Combat in MIDWAY is resolved using the process
detailed below to determine combat results in
each Sea Zone where attacks are declared. If
eligible combat units from both sides end the
Execute Orders Phase together in the same Sea
Zone, an Attack will take place and needs to be
resolved. Attacks are resolved one at a time, but are
considered to happen simultaneously. The order
that attacks are resolved in is up to the players. The
Japanese player will select the first attack to resolve
each Turn. Then selection alternates to the American
player after the first attack has been completed, and
so on until all attacks have been resolved.
How To Determine Casualties – To determine if the
firing Unit scores a hit on an enemy target, find its
combat value for the type of target it is attacking on
the applicable Unit Chart. A die result of that value
or less scores a hit. For hits against Air Units, the
recipient of the hit always chooses which unit to lose
if multiple unit types are present. For Surface Units
or Land Units, the attacker will designate the target
(a particular ship or base) and all hits scored from
the designated attackers will apply to that target.
Certain conditions will modify the to-hit value as
detailed below.
Follow the steps below in order, to organize each
attack and determine its results.
Step 1: Determine Combat Zones. Any zone
containing eligible combat units from both sides is
considered a Combat Zone. Islands are considered
a part of the zone they are in and not a separate
zone of their own. Hidden Sea Units are not eligible
combat units and therefore cannot be attacked. If
a player wishes to voluntarily reveal his Task Force,
he may do so by removing the “hidden” marker,
making these units eligible combat units and able
to be attacked. Any time Sea Units of both sides
are in the same Sea Zone, both Task Forces in the
Sea Zone must remove their “hidden” markers and
resolve combat between them. Patrol Aircraft are
not considered combat units for the purpose of
determining Combat Zones, as they cannot be shot
down.

There are two types of Combat Zones and each is
setup a bit differently:
Surface Combat takes place between Air Units and
Sea or Land Units (such as Task Forces and bases).
There may be Air Units and/or ships involved on
either side or both sides. The determining factor
for designating an attack as Surface Combat is the
inclusion of any surface ships or land units on either
side. In Surface Combat, the Attacker is the side
with bombers and the Defender is the side with Sea
or Land Units. If both sides have Sea or Land units,
Japan is considered the Attacker during combat, but
both Battle Boards are setup simultaneously per the
below rules.
Air Combat takes place between Air Units only.
No Sea or Land Units are involved in this type of
combat. Typically, air combat will only occur in
the open ocean between aircraft intercepting each
other. In Air Combat, the Attacker is the side with
the intercepting Fighters and the Defender is the
side attempting to protect its Bombers. If both
sides have escorted Bombers, there is no combat,
as the Escorts will not break off from the Bomber
formation. Do not resolve any combat between
Strike Groups that both contain Bombers.
Exception: Intercepting CAP Fighters are always
allowed to attack enemy Bombers in the same Sea
Zone
Step 2: Set up the Battle Board. Each Battle Board
has color-coded zones that determine where units
setup during combat resolution. They are also used
to determine range from opposing warships in shipto-ship combat. When setting up the Battle Boards,
place all units involved in the attack on the Battle
Board according to the below instructions. Choose a
battle to resolve and set up the opposing forces as
follows:
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Air Combat: Intercepting Bombers – The side being
intercepted places their Bombers in the center ring
area on the Battle Board. Then they arrange their
Escorting Fighter Units as they see fit around the
middle ring. Attacking CAP Interceptors are placed
by Air Group in the outermost area labeled “Attacking
Air Groups”.
Air Combat: Fighters vs. Fighters Only – If you
have no friendly bombers to defend, place all of
the defending fighters in the CAP ring. Place all
attacking fighters in the Attacking Air Groups area.
Resolve only one round of combat.

After the USN Task Force and ground
forces are set up into the appropriate
defense rings, the IJN attackers are
divided into their separate Air Groups.
Pair up escorting Fighters any way you
like with the bomber groups.

Ship-to-Ship Combat – When surface vessels are
in the same Sea Zone, place both Battle Boards
end-to-end so that the Air Attack zones are
touching. Set up each Battle Board as per the above
rules. Starting on the first round of battle, the Yellow
areas are within range of each other. On the second
round, the Yellow and Orange areas are within range
of each other. On the third round, all three rings are
within range and may fire at each other.

example
Surface Combat – The defending Task Force or
Ground Force will set up its units first within the
defense rings where that unit type is indicated.
Capital ships, AA guns, and Airbases go in the center
ring area. Cruisers are then placed in any of the
three areas in the Cruiser ring (the next ring out) as
the player chooses, however units must be equally
distributed. In other words, you must place 1 cruiser
in each of the 3 spaces before placing a second
cruiser in one of the spaces, and so on. Destroyers
and CAP Fighters are arranged into the five areas
that make up the Destroyer/CAP Ring as the player
chooses, using the same method as the cruisers.
Any defending bombers are placed in the center
ring. Place all attacking Air Groups in the outermost
area outside the rings labeled Attacking Air Groups.
Separate Strike Groups into stacks by Air Group, but
keep the Air Group together.

As the two Task Forces move closer to
each other, additional ships move into
range of the enemy. Keep this in mind
when deciding how to arrange your
Task Forces for battle.

example
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Step 3: Resolve Attack. Up to three rounds of
combat will be fought during each attack. After all
combat units involved in the attack are on the Battle
Board(s):
Round 0 – Attackers Enter. The attacker will now
pair up all of the Air Groups of Escorting Fighters
with each Air Group of bombers as they see fit. Some
bombers may be escorted and others not. Then,
each Air Group of bombers rolls 1D12 to determine
which outer ring area they enter from. Place each
bomber Air Group and its assigned Escort Fighters
into the appropriately numbered outer ring with any
enemy CAP fighters and/or Destroyers. This is their
starting orientation to the Task Force.

Round 1 – Begin Attack. For each area with
attacking and defending units, the Attacker rolls, by
unit type, resolving hits against any defending CAP
aircraft in that zone. Bombers must choose to battle
against either Air Units or Surface Units; they may
not do both in the same combat round.

Following just this one Group (normally
all attacking Groups would follow these
procedures together), the two attacking
Fighters roll their attacks and score one
hit (the 4). The three bombers then roll
their attacks (they are not bombing this
round) but all miss. There is only one
CAP defender so it is eliminated.

example
Akagi’s bombers roll a 3 for placement.
Move them into the space marked 3-4.
The Fighter escort paired with this Air
Group goes with them for support.

example

The Defender then rolls dice, by unit type (including
casualties from hits just received), resolving hits
against attacking units. This includes Surface Units
with an Anti-Aircraft attack rating.

The CAP Fighter
returns fire and
hits on a 5. The
Destroyer rolls two
dice for its attack,
but only scores
one hit. The IJN
player chooses to
lose one unit of
each type.

example
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Finally, surviving attacking bombers may drop
ordnance on defending Destroyers if they so choose.
To do so, remove the associated ordnance markers
from the bomber units and resolve hits in the same
way, noting the bomb or torpedo to-hit values with
any associated modifiers. Note that Air Units take
casualties before rolling to attack Surface Units.

Resolve Battle: Round 3. Again follow the above
combat resolution procedure, moving any remaining
attacking Air Groups into the center area. Then
defending CAP fighters may move. Resolve hits
against Air Groups, then against Surface Units.

Bombers that use their ordnance in this round are
moved to the “Attacking Air Units” area before
proceeding to the next battle round. They may no
longer attack nor be attacked during this battle.
Resolve Battle: Round 2. Each attacking Air Group
may now move into any adjacent area, one ring level
inward. Then remaining defending CAP fighters may
move one area to continue fighting. Surface units
and defending bombers do not move. Resolve hits
as per above, first against Air Units and then against
Surface Units.

After destroying the remaining CAP
fighter in the previous round, the
Attackers then move to the center
ring. Two Dive Bombers survive AA fire
from the carrier to drop bombs on the
designated target, Enterprise. 5 and 2
are both hits. Two damage is scored on
the carrier.

example
Resolve Battle: Attackers Exit. After resolving
combat in the innermost ring, move all surviving
units back to the map.

Akagi’s Group could move to either
space inwardly adjacent. They choose
to avoid the cruiser. Enemy CAP then
moves one space to intercept.

example

Once the third round is resolved,
surviving units are moved back to the
map. Remove the ordnance marker
from the bombers (whether used or
not) to indicate they are now out of
fuel/ordnance and must return to base
starting next Turn.

example
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4.3.1 Effects Of Damage To Carriers & Bases. As
Carriers take damage from enemy bombs and
torpedoes, conducting air operations becomes
increasingly difficult. For each hit of damage
inflicted on the carrier, reduce the Air Service value
by 1. So a fleet carrier that normally has an Air
Service value of 5 that has suffered 2 points of
damage can now only launch or land 3 Air Units per
Turn.
As Air Bases take damage, each point of damage
affects how many Command Tokens may be played
on it in a Turn. A base may only be activated a
number of times equal to its remaining hit points.
See “Airbases and Seaplane Bases” in the 1st Phase
section of the rules.

4.4 Score Victory Points
Adjust each Victory Point track. When using the
Victory By Points rules, be sure to adjust the VP
tracks for each side for the combat losses taken
in the 4th Phase. Additionally, if there are enough
surviving IJN transports in the same Sea Zone as
Midway Island, be sure to score 4VPs (one time per
group) for invading the island. After IJN Transports
receive their VPs, remove the markers from the map.

modifiers to combat
Target is a Carrier with aircraft spotted on deck:
+1 Additional Damage
- Target must receive at least one
successful BOMB hit to apply
- One air unit on deck is lost PER HIT
inflicted from bombs
Target is a Carrier performing evasive maneuvers:
-1 To Hit on all bomb/torpedo attacks
- If the carrier is under Maneuver Orders,
it is considered able to make evasive
moves during air attacks making it
harder to hit.
Target is a Cruiser:
-1 To Hit on all bomb attacks
- A Cruiser is considered a fast target
making it harder to bomb.
Target is a Destroyer:
-2 To Hit on all bomb/torpedo attacks
- A Destroyer is considered a fast and
small target making it difficult to hit.
See Unit Profiles for additional modifiers

5 TH PHASE:

AIR UNIT MAINTENANCE
5.1 Return To Base

All Air Groups that are “Out of Fuel” must now move
their maximum movement allowance toward their
associated carrier, cruiser, or airbase in the most
efficient route possible. If the Air Group’s carrier,
cruiser, or base has been destroyed or is full, they
must choose another legal landing zone and take
the most efficient route possible. A Unit out of fuel
does not need to reach a landing zone in one Turn,
nor does it have to be able to land the Turn it reaches
its base (due to Service limits). It need only move
toward its base or carrier in the shortest distance
possible and land as soon as space is available. You
cannot however, exceed the carrier’s total capacity at
any time with a combination of Units aboard, Units
to be Recovered, and Units returning to base.

This IJN Strike Group is out of fuel and
returning to base. Any of the three Sea
Zones is a legal move since they are all
equal distance from their carriers (Kaga
and Akagi).

example
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If at any time an Air Unit that is “Out of Fuel” does
not have a legal landing zone available to it during
this phase, regardless of distance remaining to
travel, it is ditched at sea and lost. It is up to the
controlling player to determine which units will be
lost at sea until all remaining “Out of Fuel” units
have a designated legal landing zone. A Legal
Landing Zone means that if at anytime during this
phase a side’s Air Units outnumber available landing
spaces (carrier capacity limits), units must be lost
until every unit has space to land. Note that an
Airbase that is knocked out can still land one unit
per Turn, so Air Units assigned to an Airbase always
have a legal landing zone. A Seaplane base however,
can be knocked out completely; eliminating any
Patrol Aircraft assigned to it that are required to
return to base.

5.2 Burn Fuel

5.2.1 Air Groups: For all Air Groups that remain
in flight at the end of the Turn, remove 1 point of
fuel from each. All Air Groups that were involved
in combat this Turn (any unit placed on the Battle
Boards) should have their ordnance removed,
whether it was dropped or not, and fuel depleted to
“Out of Fuel”, regardless of current fuel remaining.
Aircraft that are now out of fuel must return directly
to a carrier, cruiser (IJN patrol aircraft) or base as
appropriate, starting the next Turn.
Reduce fuel by one point for all Strike
Groups in the air. If units were in
combat, or only had 1 fuel remaining,
they are now out of fuel and must return
to base starting next Turn.

example
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5.2.2 Heavy Bombers and Fuel: Heavy Bombers
do not track fuel like other combat aircraft. Their
extended operating range allows them to stay aloft
until they have used their ordnance. Once a Heavy
Bomber Air Group has made an Attack, remove its
ordnance marker. During the Burn Fuel Step, place
an Out Of Fuel Marker with it indicating that it must
return to base for refuel and rearm.

5.3 Rearm Bombers In Hangers

Bombers that were moved back to their hanger in the
previous Clear The Decks phase are now reloaded.
Place the appropriate ordnance marker under empty
bombers in the hanger. For aircraft that choose
an ordnance type, you may choose to load either
bombs or torpedoes. You can also unload (back to
empty) bombers this Turn and rearm with a different
ordnance in a later Turn for applicable bomber types.
This also applies to Air Units at bases.

5.4 Clear The Decks

Aircraft that landed earlier in the Turn are now
brought down to the hanger for refuel/rearm. Move
them from the decks to the hangers and remove
their fuel token to show they have been fueled, but
do not rearm them (they do not yet receive a new
ordnance marker). If spotted Air Units remain on the
deck at the end of the Turn, they may be unspotted
and brought back to the hanger deck at this time if
a player chooses. This is useful if Air Units will be
landing on this carrier in the following Turn, or if an
attack is anticipated on this carrier. This also applies
to Air Units at bases; simply remove any fuel tokens
from the Air Group.

The fuel token is removed from these
bombers and they clear the deck back
to the hanger side of the box. Next Turn
they can be rearmed per 5.3.
These Dive Bombers started the Turn
in the hanger and have not yet been
rearmed. Place an ordnance marker
under them showing they are ready to
be spotted next Turn.

example

example
5.5 End The Turn

After both players complete the 5th Phase, begin
a new Turn starting with the 1st Phase again. Play
continues until one player achieves the Victory
Conditions.
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KEY STRATEGY
CONCEPTS
Locating the Enemy: Surface ships cannot be
attacked unless patrol aircraft have spotted them or
they directly engage enemy warships. If a Task Force
maneuvers out of its current Sea Zone into another,
it becomes hidden again unless there is at least one
patrol aircraft shadowing the Task Force. Make sure
to rotate out Patrol Aircraft to maintain contact with
the enemy.
Bombing Missions: You may find it more rewarding
to focus on one target at a time to ensure target
destruction. Two or three enemy carrier groups
may seem tempting, but tracking and successfully
bombing them all at once is likely to spread forces
too thin and cause too many casualties to the
attacker.
CAP: In two-carrier Task Forces, or carriers
operating in adjacent Sea Zones, it can be helpful to
use one carrier for landing CAP the same Turn the
other would put new CAP up. To ensure complete
coverage, you may want to launch the new CAP
the Turn prior to the old CAP running out of fuel.
Otherwise the battle token could be drawn before
you can launch.
IJN Reinforcements: In order to maintain a steady
flow of reinforcements, and to ensure protection
of the invasion force after the destruction of
the Midway Airbase, try to keep a steady flow of
movement in Sea Zone 37 for the IJN fleet.

OPTIONAL RULES
VICTORY BY LOSSES GAME

Instead of using Victory Points, the game can be
decided by each player attempting to match the
historical goals of the fleet commanders.
For the U.S. to achieve
a Decisive Victory,
they must sink 4 of the
5 Japanese carriers,
matching the success of
the real battle.

Sinking 3
Japanese carriers
or any combination
of 4 capital ships
(carriers and
battleships) will
give the U.S. a
Major Victory.

The Japanese will
achieve a Major Victory
if they sink 2 of the 3
U.S. carriers and destroy
the airbase at Midway,
forcing the remaining
U.S. ships to retreat; and
a Decisive Victory if they
sink all 3 U.S. carriers
and destroy the airbase
at Midway, which paves
the way to land the
troops and take control
of the island and the
Pacific Theatre.
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